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Title: Pacific Cement Company, Inc. v. Oil and Natural Gas Commission

Facts:
This  case  revolves  around  a  failed  contract  between  Pacific  Cement  Company,  Inc.
(petitioner), a domestic corporation in the Philippines, and Oil and Natural Gas Commission
(respondent), a foreign corporation owned by the Government of India. On February 26,
1983, the petitioner agreed to supply 4,300 metric tons of oil well cement to the respondent
for  US$477,300.00.  The cement  was to  be delivered from Surigao City,  Philippines to
Bombay and Calcutta, India. However, the cargo did not reach its destination due to a
dispute between the petitioner and the shipowner, resulting in the cargo being held up in
Bangkok, Thailand.

Respondent paid for the cement and, after several demands for delivery went unfulfilled,
entered into negotiations with the petitioner, leading to an agreement that the petitioner
would  replace  the  undelivered  cement  with  another  batch  meeting  the  respondent’s
specifications.  However,  the replacement cement also failed to meet the specifications,
leading the respondent to refer the claim to arbitration, as stipulated in their contract.

The arbitration, conducted in Dehra Dun, India, concluded on July 23, 1988, with an award
favoring the respondent. When the petitioner failed to comply with the arbitral award, the
respondent sought its enforcement from a court in Dehra Dun, India, which issued an order
on February 7, 1990, making the award a “Rule of the Court.” The petitioner, however,
objected to this order, claiming a violation of due process and questioning the arbitration
clause’s jurisdiction.

Proceedings in the Philippines began when the respondent filed a suit in the Regional Trial
Court (RTC) of Surigao City for the enforcement of the judgment of the foreign court. The
RTC initially dismissed the complaint for lack of a valid cause of action but on appeal, the
Court of Appeals (CA) and subsequently the Supreme Court, in G.R. No. 114323, reversed
the RTC’s  decision,  affirming the arbitrator’s  jurisdiction and the enforceability  of  the
foreign judgment in the Philippines.

While the case awaited further proceedings for enforcement, the petitioner filed a Petition
for  Rehabilitation  under  Republic  Act  No.  10142,  otherwise  known  as  the  Financial
Rehabilitation  and  Insolvency  Act  of  2010  (FRIA).  This  led  to  the  issuance  of  a
Commencement Order by the RTC, effectively placing the petitioner under rehabilitation
and suspending all actions for claims against it.
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Issues:

1. Whether the arbitration clause in the contract between the petitioner and the respondent
conferred jurisdiction on the arbitrator to resolve the dispute over the supply of cement.
2. Whether the foreign court’s decision is enforceable in the Philippines, considering the
claims of a violation of due process and the lack of jurisdiction by the arbitrator.
3. Whether the proceeding and the resolution of the Court of Appeals after the issuance of
the Commencement Order under FRIA invalidate its decision affirming the foreign court’s
judgment’s enforceability.

Court’s Decision:

The Supreme Court ruled that:

1.  The arbitrator had jurisdiction over the dispute as per the arbitration clause in the
contract between the parties.
2. The foreign court’s decision, which adopted the arbitral award, is enforceable in the
Philippines.  The  Supreme  Court  found  no  violation  of  due  process  and  upheld  the
jurisdiction of both the arbitrator and the foreign court.
3.  The Supreme Court  denied the petition challenging the CA decision’s  validity  post-
rehabilitation proceedings commencement. Though FRIA imposes a stay order on actions
for claims against a debtor under rehabilitation, it does not automatically nullify judicial
actions taken without knowledge of such rehabilitation proceedings. Thus, the CA’s decision
upholding the enforceability of the foreign judgment remained valid but subject to the
rehabilitation process.

Doctrine:

The decision reiterates the principle that foreign judgments are presumed to be valid and
enforceable in the Philippines unless a valid reason exists to repel such enforcement. It also
distinguishes  actions  taken  before  and  after  the  awareness  of  a  stay  order  under
rehabilitation  proceedings,  offering  clarity  on  the  enforceability  of  judgments  amidst
ongoing rehabilitation.

Class Notes:

– The arbitration clause in a contract can confer jurisdiction on an arbitrator to resolve
disputes arising from that contract.
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– Foreign judgments, once recognized, are presumed to be valid and enforceable in the
Philippines unless successfully repelled.
– The commencement of rehabilitation proceedings under FRIA and the issuance of a stay
order do not automatically invalidate judicial actions taken before courts or tribunals were
informed of such proceedings. However, any enforcement of claims against a debtor under
rehabilitation is subject to the rehabilitation process.

Historical Background:

This  case  underscores  the  challenges  and  complexities  of  cross-border  commercial
transactions,  especially  when  disputes  arise  that  involve  the  enforcement  of  foreign
judgments and arbitration awards in domestic courts. It further highlights the interaction
between  commercial  arbitration,  international  trade,  and  insolvency  proceedings,
illustrating the legal mechanisms for addressing insolvency issues within the context of
global business operations.


